# Leveraging Peer Leaders: SPC Blueprint Worksheet

## Role & Responsibilities

1. What is the primary motivation for shifting to an SPC model? How will that shape the role & responsibilities of your SPCs?

2. How will you make the role a rewarding learning experience for the SPC?

3. What can you do as an advisor to help SPCs become invested in the program?

## Recruitment & Selection

1. What specific characteristics are most important for you to find in a potential SPC?

2. Draft 2 example questions based on an important characteristic you listed above.

3. What other factors will you take into consideration when making selections? Why?

## Training

1. What is the goal of your training program? How will that inform content selection?

2. How can you ensure training is engaging?

3. What form of ongoing support will you offer to encourage leadership development?

## Evaluation

1. What process will you use to evaluate the effectiveness of the SPC role?

2. What data will you need to collect to demonstrate positive impact on the program?

3. How can you evaluate individual SPCs?

## Sustainability

What is one action step you can take towards developing an SPC model on your campus?
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